Visitors

Michael Kelly led a group of conservators from the Mariners Museum, through a tour of the Labs.

Olga gave a tour of the labs to Bill Cogar, the Vice Provost of Programming for the Mariners Museum, and Tarek Abdel-Fattah, a CNU Professor.

Jennifer Ammentorp, an ODU electrical engineering undergrad, uses the AFM for research on her project.

CNU Provost Visits

Christopher Newport University Provost, Mark W. Padilla, visited the William and Mary Labs on October 17th.

Tarek Abdel-Fattah attended the tour with the Provost.

Here the Provost learns about the Hirox Microscope with Tarek, Bernie and Amy.

Derek, a CNU student, explains to the Provost about his research using the AFM.